
What does it mean 
“the rights and responsibilities of belonging to a 

community”?

Citizenship!



When/Where was the last 
time you went shopping? 

What did you buy?
smartphones

shoes

books

gadgets

flowers

clothes

dishes

laptop

food

sweets

presents



What makes you buy 
things? Would you say any 
of the sentences below?

It looks cool!

Everyone else has it.

It’s good quality.

I saw it on TV/in an ad.

It was a bargain/on offer.

I only buy designer labels.

I needed it.



To seem

Reason 

Obviously 

To fit in

Stuff 

To affect

Choice 

E-card

Instead of

Rechargeable 

To share

To swap

Label 

Learn new 
words!

Казаться 

Причина 

Очевидно 

Подходить 

Вещи 

Влиять 

Выбор 

Эл. карта

Вместо 

Перезаряжаемый 

Делить 

Обменивать 

Этикетка 



It is about how to make better 
choices when shopping.

Read the title of the text. What do you think it is about? Listen, read and check.



Make a list of the things you bought last week. Were they good choices? Say 
what you can do to make better shopping choices.

A couple of notebooks

A box of 12 pencils

An English book

A present for a friend

A card for my mobile

A video game

Advice



Be accepted as part of a group

Things 

Has an effect on sth

Ability 

An electronic greeting often including an 
image that is sent via the Internet

Sth like a battery that can have electricity 
put  back into it and be used again

Exchange 

Land, forests and energy 
sources found in nature

Pieces of paper or plastic that are attached 
to objects to give information about

E-cardTo fit inLabel Natural resourcesSwap Stuff Power To affectRechargeable A good cause

Sth like a charity that 
benefits others



To match 
(same colour)

To suit (look 
good on a 

particular person)
To fit (be the 
correct size)



Use match, suit or fit to complete the sentences.

1. Do these sunglasses ……………… me?

2. That shirt doesn’t ………………… your jacket.

3. These trousers don’t …………… me. I can’t button them up.

4. This top ………………… perfectly. It’s just my size.

5. Buy this belt to ………………… your trousers.

6. Purple doesn’t …………………… you. Try beige.



Project (a survey) Work in groups. Conduct a survey to find out 
what your classmates have bought lately and 
the reasons why they bought it. Present the 
results to the class.


